Peripheral monocular grating resolution has been shown to be limited by the sampling density of the underlying retinal ganglion cells. We wanted to determine if peripheral resolution is also sampling limited binocularly; and, if so, how great is any improvement in either detection or resolution when viewing binocularly? We measured detection and resolution acuity for sinusoidal gratings in foveal and peripheral vision both monocularly and binocularly. Detection and resolution acuity were very similar in foveal vision and displayed a binocular improvement of 5% over best monocular acuity. However, in peripheral vision, while detection acuity improved by 6% binocularly, resolution acuity improved by 16%, with a subsequently smaller aliasing zone. This improvement was greater than predicted by probability summation and implies that the two monocular ganglion cell sampling arrays combine at a higher level resulting in a higher binocular sampling density.
Introduction
Numerous studies of binocular contrast summation for spot stimuli have been conducted in the fovea, with varying results (for a review, see Howard & Rogers, 1995) . Previous studies of foveal monocular and binocular grating contrast sensitivity have typically found a 40 -50% improvement in contrast sensitivity when stimuli are identical in the two eyes (Campbell & Green, 1965; Legge, 1984; Gilchrist & Pardhan, 1987; Grigsby & Tsou, 1994) , which in turn corresponds to a 7-8% superiority of binocular over the monocular high-frequency cutoff threshold (Campbell & Green, 1965; Grigsby & Tsou, 1994) . Bearse and Freeman (1994) measured binocular summation for orientation discrimination and found that the extent of summation depended on stimulus contrast and duration. Banton and Levi (1991) measured binocular summation for vernier acuity at different contrasts and found significant summation at low contrast but negligible summation at high contrast. Simmons and Kingdom (1998) , examining binocular summation for chromatic contrast, found levels of summation greater than would be expected from probability summation alone. Frisen and Lindblom (1988) reported that the level of summation varied with the complexity of the acuity task, with simple detection tasks displaying greater summation than more complicated tasks such as pattern recognition.
Data relating to peripheral binocular summation for any task are scarcer. Pardhan (1996) measured binocular summation out to 40°using clinical perimetric stimuli (contrast detection) and found an effect explicable by probability summation which declined in older subjects. Pardhan and Whitaker (2000) measured binocular summation for the same kind of stimuli in normal and amblyopic subjects. They also reported a 40-50% improvement of binocular sensitivity over monocular in the normal group, which did not change with eccentricity. Wood, Collins, and Carkeet (1992) measured binocular summation for detection of spot stimuli out to 75°a nd found a binocular improvement in line with proba-bility summation and found that the level of summation generally declined with eccentricity, but also varied with stimulus size and the extent of inter-ocular differences in sensitivity. In short, previous studies of binocular summation for peripheral contrast sensitivity for spot stimuli have generally reported binocular improvement up to what would be predicted from probability summation. The study of Grigsby and Tsou (1994) is unique in that it measured contrast sensitivity for gratings in both the fovea and periphery, monocularly and binocularly. This study found a significant binocular improvement in contrast sensitivity in the fovea, which declined with eccentricity. This decline was attributed to their use of horizontal retinal locations since naso-temporal asymmetry increases with eccentricity. However, this study measured summation only for peripheral detection acuity. The mechanisms underlying monocular resolution acuity in the periphery are very different, as discussed below, and thus, we currently have no data that relate to how peripheral images are resolved binocularly.
Detection 6s. resolution acuity in peripheral 6iewing
In foveal vision, spatial frequencies too high to be resolved by the foveal cone mosaic do not pass through the optics of the eye (Campbell & Gubisch, 1966) . The result of this fact is that if grating contrast can be detected by the retina, orientation of the bars of the grating can be simultaneously resolved. However, in the periphery, the sampling density of the retina decreases faster than the quality of the eye's optics (Green, 1970; Millodot, Johnson, Lamont, & Leibowitz, 1975; Thibos, Walsh, & Cheney, 1987; Curcio & Allen, 1990; Dacey, 1993) , in particular the density of the coarsest array in the processing sequence, the ganglion cells, meaning that stimuli presented to an extra-foveal location may in fact be under-sampled by the retinal ganglion cell mosaic. Thus, many previous studies have indicated that grating resolution acuity, though limited by the optics of the eye in foveal vision, is limited by the sampling density of the underlying retinal ganglion cells in peripheral vision (Weymouth, 1958; Thibos, Cheney, & Walsh, 1987; Anderson & Hess, 1990; Anderson, Wilkinson, & Thibos, 1992; Anderson, Drasdo, & Thompson, 1995; Williams, Artal, Navarro, McMahon, & Brainard 1996; Wang, Thibos, & Bradley, 1997) . These previous studies typically confirm the sampling-limited nature of peripheral resolution by the fact that detection acuity for a grating with the same mean luminance as the surround is higher than resolution acuity, meaning that contrast can be detected in the stimulus before its orientation (or drift direction) can be determined. This finding is usually accompanied by subjective observations of the phenomenon of aliasing whereby an under-sampled grating is perceived as a stimulus of lower spatial frequency and/or incorrect orientation (Williams, 1985; Smith & Cass, 1987; Thibos et al., 1987b; Williams & Coletta, 1987; Anderson & Hess, 1990; Anderson, 1996; Thibos, Still, & Bradley, 1996) . However, almost all previous studies of peripheral resolution acuity have been monocular only. We wanted to determine if resolution in the periphery is also sampling-limited binocularly. If performance proves to be merely contrast-limited, we might reasonably expect a level of summation in line with previous studies of contrast-limited tasks. However, the possibility exists that, if resolution performance is indeed limited by another mechanism (sampling), the two monocular sampling densities will combine differently at a higher level to yield different performance than for detection. This being the case, is binocular resolution performance (a) only as good as the better monocular acuity (no summation), (b) as good as would be expected if the two acuities summed according to probability summation or (c) better than would be predicted from probability summation and, if so, by how much? Since no related experiment has been devised before it is difficult to hypothesise as to which of the above potential outcomes is the most likely, but if the two monocular sampling arrays somehow combine at a higher level to produce a greater binocular sampling density, we might expect a significantly higher binocular resolution acuity.
In order to answer the above questions, we designed an experiment to measure both detection and resolution acuity for sinusoidal gratings in foveal and peripheral vision both monocularly and binocularly.
Methods

Subjects
Acuity was measured at two retinal locations, the fovea and 25°inferior field (superior retina), in two experienced subjects (two of the authors), and solely at the 25°location in one subject who had previous experience of peripheral viewing but was naïve to the aims of the experiment. All subjects were near emmetropes. For both locations tested, the refractive error was determined by an experienced retinoscopist (FAE), then placed in front of each eye in line with the stimulus, and subjectively modified to permit maximum perceived contrast for a high-frequency grating. For the two subjects who were tested at both retinal locations, refractive errors were determined to be as follows:
The third subject, tested only at 25°inferior field, had refractive errors of: GC 25°R +1.00/−1.50× L +1.00/−1.50× 180 177
Stimuli and apparatus
Stimuli were generated by a Visual Stimulus Generator VSG 2/5 (Cambridge Research Systems) and consisted of high-contrast (90%) sinusoidal gratings generated on one of two identical 21 inch (53 cm) high-resolution monitors (Sony T500). The stimulus monitor was set at a frame rate of 100 Hz and a pixel resolution of 1024×768. The monitor had a mean luminance of 70 cd/m 2 near the equal energy white point (CIE 0.313, 0.329). Gratings had the same mean luminance as the surround and were presented in circular Gaussian-edged windows (| =1.5°). In order to check the constancy of the space-average luminance of the gratings at high spatial frequencies, a high-frequency grating was observed through a 3 dioptre fogging lens and checked for a difference in luminance compared with the rest of the screen.
The gratings subtended 1°of arc in the fovea and 4°o f arc in the periphery, and contained at least five spatial cycles. The stimulus monitor was surrounded by a large grey screen with approximately the same luminance and chromaticity as the monitor. During a session when only the RE or LE was being presented with the stimulus, the other eye viewed the identical blank monitor, placed at the same distance, through a small mirror positioned in front of the eye (Fig. 1) . The size and distance of this mirror from the eye meant that the stimulus monitor was occluded from view for this eye but the surrounding field was fully visible. This arrangement, and the use of identical monitors positioned at the same distance, aided fusion of the two displays into a single percept at the visual field location being tested, and thus minimized the effects of binocular rivalry that can occur when, under patched or fogged 'monocular' conditions, the non-viewing eye falls prey to visual noise. For the binocular viewing sessions, both eyes viewed the stimulus monitor directly.
In the peripheral measurement sessions, both eyes viewed an illuminated fixation target positioned eccentrically in the surrounding field, to cause the stimuli to fall on the required retinal locations.
In all sessions, room-lights were kept on, and subjects sat with their head on a chin-rest, viewing both the monitors and fixation target with natural pupils. To permit the monitors to generate sufficiently high spatial frequencies without mean luminance differences between stimulus and surround, the foveal measurements were undertaken at 10 m. Peripheral measurements were undertaken at a distance of 3 m, which was large enough to minimise potential problems due to convergence.
Psychophysical procedure
Detection acuity
Detection acuity was measured in both the fovea and periphery, for RE, LE and BE viewing conditions, using the method of constant stimuli and a temporal two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) procedure. On each trial, there were two observation intervals marked by tones and separated by 1 s. The grating patch was presented in one interval and a uniform field in the other on the stimulus monitor, in random order and with equal probability. The subject indicated which interval contained the stimulus by pressing one of two buttons. The temporal presentation envelope was a ramp, 300 ms rise, 400 ms steady presentation and 300 ms decay. A session contained six or seven different stimulus spatial frequencies, pre-determined to range from clearly discernible to totally indiscernible, with 15 presentations at each spatial frequency. Stimulus orientation was 135°throughout (acuity for 45°and 135°o rientation was previously confirmed to be the same for all subjects). Stimulus spatial frequency was randomly selected, and the responses for each spatial frequency were added up to plot a psychometric function of percentage correct vs. spatial frequency. Each point of the psychometric function was based on a minimum of 50 trials, obtained in separate repeat sessions, each Fig. 1 . Experimental set-up for measuring acuity at 25°in the superior retina (inferior field). In this case, the right eye is being tested, while the left eye views an identical monitor with grey surround via a mirror. session including an equal number of measurements at all spatial frequencies.
Resolution acuity
Resolution acuity was measured in both the fovea and periphery, for RE, LE and BE viewing conditions, using a spatial 2AFC procedure. Each trial contained a grating, presented randomly, in one of two orientations (45°or 135°). The subject indicated which of the two orientations was presented on a given trial by pressing one of two buttons. Stimuli were either 45°or 135°o blique orientation to eliminate the superiority of acuity for gratings oriented radially with respect to the fovea in peripheral vision. As with detection acuity, a session contained six different stimulus spatial frequencies with 15 presentations at each spatial frequency. Stimulus presentation was again random in both spatial frequency and orientation, and the responses for each spatial frequency were once more added up to plot a percentage correct vs. spatial frequency psychometric function.
Results
Psychometric functions comparing performance for each set of viewing conditions are shown in Fig. 2 (fovea) and Fig. 3 (periphery) . The data were first corrected for guessing according to Blackwell's rule (Blackwell, 1953) .
The proportion of corrected responses P c % was calculated as:
where P c is the proportion of correct responses obtained in the experiment, and m is the number of possible responses (two in the 2AFC used by us). The data were then fitted by negative slope Weibull functions (Nachmias, 1981) of the form
where f is the spatial frequency of the grating, h is the value of f for which the slope of the curve is greatest Fig. 3 . Frequency-of-seeing data for (a) detection and (b) resolution of sinusoidal gratings at 25°in the inferior field when the stimulus is presented to either the right eye, left eye or both eyes. Black dashed and solid lines are Weibull functions fit to the data. Thicker solid grey curves represent the expected performance due to probability summation. Subjects RSA, MBZ and GC.
when plotted on a log f abscissa, and i is a steepness parameter that equals 2.36 times the slope on a log f axis, at the point f=h. We adopted the usual convention of taking f =h as a measure of cut-off spatial frequency, which corresponds in this case to a 63% correct criterion. Fig. 2a plots psychometric function for detection, and Fig. 2b plots psychometric functions for resolution acuity for each set of viewing conditions in the fovea. The steepness parameters, i, of the functions with their confidence limits were obtained as part of the Weibull function fitting procedure. Pairwise comparisons revealed that, with a few exceptions, the slopes are not significantly different between LE, RE and BE conditions, and the psychometric functions for each subject were refitted with Weibull functions having a common mean slope and a free parameter, h. The values of i were −10.06 for detection and −17.06 for resolution (subject RSA) and −13.0 for both detection and resolution (subject MBZ). The individual data sets were adequately fitted by this procedure and could be compared simply by the analysis of acuity, specified by the parameter h.
The h values for all conditions are displayed in Table 1 . Comparison between plots in Fig. 2 indicates that there is no systematic difference between detection and resolution performance in each of the RE, LE and BE conditions for both subjects, in agreement with many previous findings. RE acuity was slightly higher than LE acuity (all subjects reported being RE dominant for foveal vision). The binocular acuity was slightly, but significantly, higher than the better monocular acuity for both detection and resolution acuity for both subjects tested (P B0.05, paired t-test). The binocular acuity represents an average improvement of 5% over best monocular acuity in the fovea. Fig. 3 plots psychometric functions for (a) detection and (b) resolution acuity for each set of viewing conditions at 25°. The individual curves for each subject appeared to shift in parallel fashion along the abscissa. Again, pairwise t-test comparisons showed that the parameter b, and hence the slope, was not significantly different between the curves, and again, the data were fitted with a Weibull function of common mean slope (RSA, − 13.74; MBZ, − 9.3; GC, − 8.8). Comparing upper and lower plots, it can be seen that, unlike in the fovea, at 25°eccentricity, detection acuity is significantly higher (pairwise t-test, PB 0.05) than resolution acuity in both the RE and LE viewing conditions for all three subjects. All subjects reported the presence of aliasing for higher frequencies throughout each session. It can also be observed that there is a significant superiority of detection acuity over resolution acuity for the BE viewing conditions (RSA, 5.46 vs. 3.26 c/deg; MBZ, 7.10 vs. 3.35 c/deg; GC, 6.02 vs. 3.10 c/deg), and again, subjects reported the presence of aliasing for higher frequencies, but this time, the superiority of detection acuity over resolution is smaller: while binocular detection acuity displays, on average, a 6% improvement over best monocular acuity, resolution acuity improves by 16%.
Discussion
The foveal results of this study are in agreement with previous foveal acuity studies that report an improvement of binocular acuity over monocular acuity of the order of 8% (Campbell & Green, 1965; Grigsby & Tsou, 1994) . The study is further in agreement with the study of Grigsby and Tsou (1994) whose extrapolated data indicate a 5% improvement of binocular detection acuity over best monocular detection acuity at 24 deg in the periphery. However, the new findings in this study are those concerned with peripheral binocular resolution acuity. One of the aims of the study was to determine if binocular resolution acuity is sampling-limited in the periphery. The significant difference between detection and resolution performance, coupled with the observations of aliasing reported by all observers, gives ample evidence that it is. However, the most remarkable result in this study is the large improvement in peripheral resolution acuity observed when viewing binocularly: approximately 16% improvement in fact. Does this represent an improvement in acuity better than would be expected from probability summation? In order to test the probability summation hypothesis, we calculated the probability values that would result if the two eyes' performances combined independently by a procedure described in Appendix A. We compared the resulting curves with the binocular psychometric functions ob- tained in the fovea and periphery for detection and resolution. The probability summation predictions are the broader grey curves on each plot.
In the fovea, BE performance is predicted almost perfectly by the probability summation hypothesis for both detection and resolution for both subjects. The mean 2 for RSA was 6.36 (df=5, P \0.05) and for MBZ, 5.84 (df = 7, P\ 0.05). This is in agreement with previous studies of foveal binocular summation for gratings (Campbell & Green, 1965; Legge, 1984; Grigsby & Tsou, 1994) . At 25°, BE detection acuity is also closely predicted by probability summation as evidenced by the 2 values: RSA 1.16 (df=3, P \ 0.05), MBZ 8.51 (df=5, P \0.05). However, the BE resolution performance of the three subjects significantly exceeds (PB0.05) what is predicted by probability summation, in accordance with hypothesis 'c' from Section 1, and indicates that some form of higher neural summation is taking place when the visual system resolves peripheral stimuli binocularly. Grigsby and Tsou (1994) also reported that the level of binocular summation was dependent on the degree of asymmetry of the monocular acuities, with greater asymmetries resulting in lower summation. Our subjects display very small degrees of asymmetry at 25°in the superior retina compared to Grigsby and Tsou, who compared the nasal retina with the temporal. Interestingly, as well as displaying ocular dominance and a higher acuity for the RE in the fovea, all subjects also displayed a superior resolution performance for the RE in the periphery. However, the subject displaying the greatest monocular asymmetry (MBZ) also displays the greatest binocular summation for peripheral resolution.
It should be noted that comparisons with previous peripheral summation studies are of limited value since we can only compare the present resolution measures with previous measures of detection acuity. The mechanisms underlying detection and resolution acuity have been clearly demonstrated as different in monocular view since the latter typically relates to the orientation discrimination of an already detectable target. The study of Thibos et al. (1996) indicated that, while peripheral grating detection declined steadily with contrast, peripheral grating resolution was independent of contrast down to 10%. This being the case, we could reasonably expect that, even if the RE and LE noise added together completely in binocular view, it would be unlikely to affect the resolution of a high-contrast grating. We could also reasonably conclude that, since monocular resolution is largely unaffected by contrast above 10%, the improvement in resolution observed in binocular view is unlikely to be the result of a higher 'binocular contrast'.
It is notable that the improvement in resolution performance is accompanied by a reduced aliasing zone, as if the retinal ganglion cell sampling arrays, which limit monocular resolution performance in the periphery of each eye, combine at a higher level to yield a greater effective sampling density, although the improvement in performance is not as great as would be expected if the two ganglion cell sampling densities added together completely (effectively doubling the density). This, to us, is the most likely explanation. The visual level at which this interaction takes place is at present a matter of speculation.
